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ABSTRACT
The multiscale approach derives a segmentation from the evolution of appropriate signal—descriptive features in

scale—space. Features that are stable for a wide range of scales are assumed to belong to visually sensible regions.
To compensate the well—known drawbacks of linear scale—spaces, the shape—preserving properties of morphological
scale—space filtering are utilized. The limiting duality of morphological filters is overcome by a selfdual morphological
approach considering both light and dark structures in either the opening or the closing branch of the scale—space.
Reconstructive opening/closing—filters enable the scale—analysis of 2D—signals, since they are causal with respect
to regional maxima/minima. This allows to identify important regions in scale—space via their extrema. Each
extremum is assigned a region by a gradient watershed of the corresponding scale. Due to morphological filtering,
the scale behavior of the regions is representable by a tree structure describing the spatial inter— and intra—scale
relations among regions. The significance of a watershed region is automatically derived from its scale behavior by
considering various attributes describing scale—dependent, morphological, and statistical properties of the region.
The most significant regions form the segmentation of the image. The algorithm was verified for various medical
image domains, such as cytological micrographs, bone x—rays, and cranial NMR slices.
Keywords: Image segmentation, multiscale approach, scale—space analysis , morphological scale—space
selfdual scale—space, reconstructive filters, watershed, inflection contours, feature tracing, causality

1. INTRODUCTION
The detection of relevant image regions is a key problem in medical image analysis. Often precision and quality of
segmentations of textured objects or tissues in medical images depend on the current resolution of the images."2
Generally there exists no optimal resolution for segmenting the entire image, but each object has its own range of
most appropriate scales.
The multiscale approach to segmentation considers images at multiple resolutions (scales) in order to locate
visually sensible regions and can be regarded as a model of human visual perception.3 This approach is based
on successive detail reduction by applying —mostly linear— filters with lowpass characteristics. The fine scales of
the resulting scale—space contain details such as edges and texture while coarse scales describe homogeneous image
information and regions of larger extend.4 The segmentation is then derived from the analysis of scale behavior
and survival time of appropriate signal—descriptive image features such as the inflection points. The supposition
of this approach is the causality of the features, i.e. their reproducible and monotonic behavior in scale—space,
which was found to depend on the scale—space filter.5 This elegant idea and the mandatory causality of scale—space
features was originally developed for one—dimensional signals and it was proved that the Gaussian, ensuring causality
of inflection points, is the only linear kernel that can be used.6 However, For 2D signals (images) the inflection
points form closed contours that can split and independently evolve in scale—space.7 Therefore, automatic image
segmentation by linear scale—space filtering and feature tracing is possible only by incorporating expensive heuristics
that compensate unwanted scale—space events.8
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In contrast to using inflection points, local extrema have the advantage that they represent single points rather
than contours in 2D images. Since there exists no linear filter that guarantees extrema causality in images,9 morphological filters ensuring extrema causality have been proposed'° and used for multiscale image analysis." Alternatively, the gradient watershed yields inflection contours that can be used to circumvent the drawbacks of linear
scale—space by interactive region selection,'2 utilizing specific morphological scale—space gradients,'3 or using residual scale—spaces.'4
In this paper a novel morphological scale—space is proposed, which guarantees the causality of extrema by reconstructive filtering. The limiting duality of common morphological segmentation approaches is overcome by considering
both light and dark regions in separate dual halfspaces. In contrast to common morphological opening/closing fluters, shape—preserving reconstructive filters'5 yield shape—invariant extrema (Sec. 2) . This enables the extraction
of inflection contours as causal, shape—invariant regions by the watershed transform based on dual morphological
gradients (Sec. 3) . Due to the inclusion relation of consecutive regions ensured by morphological filtering, the regions
are represented by a tree structure describing the spatial relations among each other. The significance of a watershed
region is finally derived directly from its scale behavior by considering various descriptive attributes such as stability,
spatial extent, shape, and contrast of a region (Sec. 4). Figure 1 sketches the dual modules of the algorithm. Finally
some exemplifying results are presented (Sec. 5) and discussed (Sec. 6).
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Figure 1 . The morphological multiscale segmentation consists of dual halfspaces that are processed separately. In
the reconstructive opening halfspace regional maxima are causal (upper branch) while in the reconstructive closing
halfspace minima are causal (lower branch). For each of the halfspaces the algorithm consists of three stages: The
generation of the scale—spaces (Sec. 2), the extraction and tracing of appropriate features (Sec. 3), and finally the
analysis of feature behavior (Sec. 4).
2.

THE RECONSTRUCTIVE SCALE-SPACE

The two dual reconstructive halfspaces are generated by successive reconstructive opening/closing providing causal
maxima/minima (Sec. 2.1) and subsequent removal of the remaining corresponding dual local minima/maxima that
act as noise due to their reconstruction—robustness (Sec. 2.2).

2.1. Reconstructive filtering and causality of extrema
A morphological scale—space can be regarded as an ordered set of filter applications .N'(f) on an image f(x) with
two—dimensional elements x. The morphological filter Al proceeds with respect to the structuring template gS, with
140
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the s—th scale

F8(x) = [.AIgs(f)}(x)

(1)

representing the result of a filter operation of degree s. The dual halfspaces are generated by the dual morphological
filters

(O)(f) =
(C)(f) =

(V)°°(egs(f),f)
(e)°°(Vgs(f),f)

(2)

(3)

with (O)°° and (C)°° indicating the reconstructive opening and closing respectively. Reconstructive opening— and
closing—filters are based on conditional dilation (V)°° (f, h) and erosion (S)°° (f, h) by processing an image f with
respect to the upper and lower bound h, respectively. Since each of the reconstructive filters ensures causality for
one type of regional extrema, we use the selfdual morphological scalespace

(OC)8(x) :=

if s > 0
if s = 0
f(x)
I {(O) (f)](x) if s < 0
I [(C)(f)](x)

(4)

consisting of two dual halfspaces in order to process both light and dark image regions. As we will see in the
following paragraph, (O)°° and (C)°° preserve causality of maxima and minima respectively. Since we use the binary
disc template gISI the scale parameter s indicates the radius si of the template. The causality of extrema ensured by
( OC) incorporates the monotonic evolution of location and shape, as it is required for our multiscale segmentation
approach.

f

Causality of extrema. The strict extrema of an image f are defined by V(xi, x2) e : Of/ox1 = 0 A t9f/Dx2 = 0
and 82f/8x1 > 0 A a2f/8x2 > 0 or 82f/axi < 0 A a2f/ax2 < 0 for strict minima or strict maxima respectively.
However, it may also occur that for some connected elements (x1 ,x2 ) e the first partial derivatives have zero—
crossings while e.g. not all second partial derivatives are positive (e.g. 82f/ôxi = 0 A a2f/8x2 < 0). Such regional

f

fiatzones are also considered as causal features in the (O)°° halfspace, since their first derivative equals zero and they
are not strict minima (Fig. 2). Since the fiatzones are also causal in the (C)°° halfspace, the proposed algorithm is
based on the following dual Theorems.

Figure 2. For multiscale segmentation all regions with the first derivative
equal to zero are considered. Those regions that are neither strict maxima nor

strict minima are called fiatzones. In
the one—dimensional case the flatzones
represent saddle points.

Theorem 2 . 1 . (causal (0) °°—features)
The (O)°° scale—space ensures causality of location and shape for strict maxima and fiatzones.

Theorem 2 . 2 . (causal (C)°°—features)
The (C)°° scale—space ensures causality of location and shape for strict minima and flatzones.
The analysis of the effects of reconstructive filters on strict extrema and fiatzones of intensity images is based on the
decomposition of the image into greylevel sets.

Definition 2.3. (greylevel set)
Let f(x) = i be an intensity image. A greylevel of f is a set Q3 with !5(f) := {xlx E f A f(x) i}.
Definition 2.4. (greylevel decomposition)
Let f(x) = i be an intensity image with intensities i in the range [fm; frnax]. A greylevel decomposition of f is a
set 5 with 5(f) {l5(f)Jfm <j <frnax}.
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The greylevel set Q3 (Def. 2.3) can then be partitioned into connected components (CC).

Definition 2.5. (connected component)
Let h be a set of coordinates with Xh, Yh E h. Then (xh) := {yhlpath(xh, Yh) VYh E h} U {Xh} is a connected
component (CC).

Definition 2.6. (connected component partitioning)
Let h be a set of coordinates and (Xh) be a CC for Xh E h Then 3(h) := {(xh)IVx h} is a partition of h into
CCs.

If we apply the partitioning operator 3(h) (Def. 2.6) to greylevels sets (Def. 2.4) a decomposition of f into its
i umax (Fig. 3). With regard to the classic umbra
greylevel components (GC) is obtained by 3(3(f)) Vi :
transform'6 follows

0

13(3+i(f)) ç 13((f))

__

I

—

Figure 3. The intensity image f is first decomposed into three greylevels fW_f(3) according to its intensities. The subsequent de-

______

(2)

(5)

composition of the greyleves f(i) into connected components yields the greylevel com-

ponents of f. Each GC existing in a high
greylevel is a subset of the corresponding GCs
in all lower levels. These successive inclusions
reflect the causality of the flatzones.

(3) •

_______________________________________

Proof of Theorem 2.1. In order to proof the causality of strict maxima and flatzones in the (O)°° halfspace, the
effect of the separate operations f and (V)°° on a single greylevel have to be analyzed at first. By regarding the
erosion egs (f) of an intensity image f as a stack filter, we can assume that eroding the decomposed image equals
the decomposition of the eroded image17:

?3(E93(f)) = £gs(5(f))

with egs(!3(f)) E

9(5j(f)) V(f) E l(f)

(6)

Now we are prepared to examine the impact of an erosion by the binary disk g8 on the CCs of f. From the inequations

e93(f) C f
=
(E9(f)) C (f)
= 3(j(Egs(f))) C 13(!5(f))

(withEqn.6)
Vi E

(7)

. .gmaxj

and the commutativity (Eqn. 6) follows for separate greylevels:

and hence
resulting in
and further in

= l59(f)) c 3(f)
Vx e j(Egs(f)) = Xf 3(f)
(x1) E
V(x) ¶3(.3j(6gs (f)))

E93(l5(f)) = 5(E93(f))

x) c

with x = Xf

8

t(xj)

Now we can formalize the effect of an erosion S on the CCs of f as
VXf: 1g81 >

(xf)1 =

,(x) E q3(l5(S98(f)))

with 4 = Xf

(9)

where tg8I > I(xf)I indicates the maximal geodesic distance of xf) being smaller than the radius s of the binary
disc.
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(f). According to the radius s of the template gS a CC
By now we have seen that CCs are reduced in size by
might be split into multiple subsets or even be eliminated (Eqn. 9). Moreover, newly evolving CCs will not contain
coordinates not being part of the original CC (Eqn. 8). However, this inclusion will only hold for convex templates."
To complete reconstructive opening we proceed with regarding the impact of conditional dilation (D)°° on the
eroded image e(f). Following the well—know inclusion'8

(V)°°(e93(f),f) C f

(10)

we transform (O)°° (f) analogue to argumentation 7 and obtain

Vx!0°°

E

((o) (f)) = Xf E

v (x°) E ( ((O) (f)))

(f)

(xf) e

with

= Xf

( (f))

(

and finally

(,4°) = (xf)

E ((O) (f))

(12)

is the result of (O)°°—filtering with any CC of the partitioning 3(5(f)) being completely reconstructed if there
exists at least one of its elements in (e93 (f)). It is obvious that the (O)°°—filter preserves monotony with respect
to the umbra transform (Eqn. 5):

13(!5+,((O)°°(f))) c q3(3((o)°°(f)))

with 3(L5,(f)) Vi e [g1 . . . gmaxj.

(13)

At this point we know that the (V)°°(e(f), f)—filter reconstructs those CCs of f that were not eroded completely.
To extend this knowledge to the reconstructive scale—space (Eqn. 4) we regard the relationships of CCs in two
consecutive scales [(O) (f)](x) and [(O) (f)](x) with 0 < p < q. From Equations 9, 12, and 13 we know that the
monotonic reduction of CCs by (O)°° for descending greylevels depends on the radius of the template. Considering
this, we can conclude

5(()c(f)))

c ((o)(f)))

Vi e ['min .

• gmaxl

(14)

as the relationship of corresponding CCs in scales p and q > p. Hence, the reduction of CCs for descending greylevels
by (O)°°—filtering is equivalent to the location—invariant and monotonic reduction of maxima claimed in Theorem 2.1.
Due to the duality of morphological filters, Theorem 2.2 is proved by regarding local maxima as the local minima of
0
the inverted image.

2.2. Removal of dual reconstruction—robust extrema
Due to the nature of two—dimensional conditional filters, local minima (holes) and local maxima (peaks) may still
survive in the (O)°°— and (C)°°—scales respectively (Fig. 4). Since these extrema are reconstruction—robust, they
appear as small "impurities" lying among the connected components and acting as noise in the corresponding scales.

33333 33333 33333
5 513 3 31213 3 33333
352153 312 2 213 3 3;23 3
35 5 5J3 3 31213 3 33333
33333 33333 33333
I
(Q)Qo(f)
q-;(f)
______________________________________

Figure 4. The indicated local minimum of f survives the (O)°°—filtering,

since dilating (f) with the upper
bound f will not exceed the minimum.
The analogue arguments hold for local
maxima in the (C)°° halfspace.

Since these noise—extrema result in oversegmentations and the development of ambiguous regions, the holes have

to be removed from the (0) °° halfspace by an additional fill—holes operator 7-1 and the peaks have to be removed
from the (C)°° halfspace by a cut—peaks operator P. Due to the fact that holes and peaks are stable in size and
position they can be removed by a conditional erosion with

fm = {f(x)
fmax

if x lies at the edge of the image

(15)

e se
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as marker and I as lower bound. The local minima (holes) of f are now filled by reconstructive erosion

fl(f) := (e)°°(fm,f).

(16)

while the local maxima (peaks) are cut by the dual

P(f):=()°°(,7))

(17)

with I being the inverse of f (Fig. 5). Incorporating this preprocessing into the generation of the scale—space (Eqn. 4)

we get the noise—free scale—space

fm

I [7'(O) (f)](x) if s > 0

(OC)(x) :=

fmax

=0
8 <0

1(x)

if 8

[P(C) (f)](x)

if

:

(18)

Figure 5. Local minima (holes) can be regarded as minima not contacting the edges of
the imageS They are filled by a reconstructive
erosion, which reconstructs f from the marker

fm Dually, local maxima (peaks) are cut by
inverting the image and regarding peaks as
holes.

Srt
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otc nt
b tr c dand nal edinscale—pa Not thatdu toth p po e n byfl ndP,O s I
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im hue (
ny lo
au

Figure 6. Scales 2, 9, 19, and 29 (left to right from the (O halfspace (upper row) and the C)c halfspace
(lower rvw) of the selfdual fOC) scale space of a sagittal MR slice, with holes and peaks being removed The
shape—preserving reduction of details for ascending scales is obvious.
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3. FEATURE EXTRACTING BY THE GRADIENT WATERSHED
The second stage of multiscale segmentation is to extract the causal features and to provide a scale—wise presegmentation (Fig. 1). This is done by locating strict extrema and flatzones by morphological gradients (Sec. 3. 1) and
subsequent extraction of inflection contours by the watershed transform (Sec. 3.2).

3.1. Locating features by morphological gradients
Since we do not only consider strict extrema but also flatzones as features, the standard reconstructive extrema
extraction19 cannot be applied. In fact all features to be extracted have a zero gradient and can be identified by
morphological gradients. Since the dual gradients

g_(f) = f — Egi(f)
g+(f) = D9i(f)—f

(19)

(20)

compute morphological approximations of the first derivative (Fig. 7) , each feature is assigned an influence zone
defined by the maximum contour of its gradient. Since
just respects the shape of the (C)°°—features (strict
minima and flatzones) and g+ just respects the shapes of the (O)°°—features (strict maxima and flat zones) they are
applied to their corresponding halfspaces:

G(OC)*8(x) :=

I

{c(O)(f)](x) if s > 0

if s = 0
f(x)
I [GP(C)(f)](x) if s < 0

(21)

Now the necessity of noise removal by 7-1 and P becomes obvious because otherwise these unwanted features
would also be assigned maximal gradient contours that lead to oversegmentations.

Figure 7. Morphological gradients ex-

__
f-LW

tract the effects that dilation V(f) and ero-

:

sion 5(f) have on the image f. The posi-

f

__

I

tive gradient V(f) — preserves the shape
of local maxima, while the negative gradient f —
preserves the shape of local
minima.

(f)

3.2. Extraction of causal regions by the Watershed transform
The strict extrema and flatzones represent important image structures and objects. They are identified by the zero—
crossings of the gradient scale—space G(OC)* • Since morphological gradients approximate first order derivatives,
they provide the local contrast (slope) between two neighboring features. The location and extent of the corresponding
objects are determined by the gradient maxima that form closed contours. These contours correspond to the zero—
crossings of the second order derivative, i.e. the inflection contours, which were found to play a prominent role in
early visual perception.5 Since the feature information is split into dual halfspaces we do not have to distinguish
between positive second order derivatives (minima/dark objects) and negative second order derivatives (maxima/light
objects) . Fortunately, the scale—wise watershed transform

WG(OC)*8(x) :=

I

[wG(0)(f)] (x) ifif ss >= 00

f(x)
I [Wc-P(C)(f)] (x)

(22)

if s <0

yields the maximum contours of the gradient scale—space. They represent the inflection contours of the scales
themselves. The positive halfspace of WG(OC)* yields light objects while the negative halfspace yields dark
ones. The watershed transform W is a bijective partitioning with respect to the features. Since the W—transform
respects the connected components of the greylevel decomposition2° the shape— and location—preserving causality
is transferred from the features to the corresponding W—regions. Note, since the complete decomposition process
Proc. SPIE Vol. 4322
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is selfdual, a complete partitioning (segmentation) of the input image can be recombined by selected regions from
either of the dual halfspaces. This process depends on three external parameters only: the choice of the generic
structuring template g, the number of scales to be computed, and the connectivity of the filter operations.
Figure 8 shows the WG(OC)* scale—space (Eqn. 22) of the (OC)* scale—space shown in Figure 6. The shape—
and location—preserving properties of the light regions in the Wc(O)°° halfspace (upper row) and dark regions in
the W (C)°° halfspace (lower row) can be grasped from the evolution of regions in ascending scales. Since the
regions either preserve their shapes or merge with neighboring regions, they are traceable in their halfspace and
hence their behavior can be recorded and analyzed.

Figure 8. The scales ofthe gradient watershed scale—space WG(OC)* correspond to the examples given in Figure 6.
Since the dual transforms are shape— and location—preserving, the monotonic decrease of light and dark regions in
the (O)°° halfspace (upper row) and the (C)°° halfspace (lower row) respectively is guaranteed for ascending scales
(left to right).

4. DUAL FEATURE ANALYSIS
The final stage of the multiscale segmentation is the computation of a segmentation by analyzing the scale behavior
of the regions provided in WG(OC)* . For the analysis the scale—space has to be transformed into a suitable data
structure that represents the regions and their scale—dependent attributes in an efficient way. Due to location— and
size—invariant decomposition and causality, each region is a sound subset of its successor. Therefore, the multiscale
attributes are represented by two tree structures, each of which representing one halfspace.
Each node of the trees represents a stable region in scale—space. The construction of the trees starts with the
regions of the original scale WG(OC)*0 as leaves of both trees. Due to the inclusion relation among regions of
subsequent scales, each region can be uniquely linked with its successor. If some neighboring regions merge to form a
larger region, a new node is introduced that represents a union of all its predecessors. Therefore, each node represents
one scale—space event, i.e. the disappearance of some regions and the emerging of an offspring.

Region attributes. The dual region trees enable tracing the development of descriptive attributes assigned to
the regions during their lifetime. Based on these attributes the significance of each region is evaluated as basis of
the recombination process resulting in a complete segmentation of the image. The attributes can be classified in
scale—dependent, morphological, and statistical ones:
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, Birth: The scale where the scale—space event occurred that generated the region as the union of its predecessors.
Age: The number of scales the region survives unchanged until it merges with its neighbors.
Predecessors: The number of predecessors that merged to generate the region.
Size: The size of a region in pixels.
Perimeter: The number of pixels of the contour.
Compactness: The diversity of the shape given by the ratio of size and perimeter.
Convexity: The ratio of left turns and right turns of the discrete contour.
t: Area fraction: The deviation of a region's size from the mean size of merging regions.
Mean intensity: The expectation value of the regions intensity.
Entropy: The entropy of the regions intensity distribution.
Homogeneity: The entropy of the sizes of the predecessors of a region.

.

To record attribute development, the ratios of each of the above attributes with the corresponding attribute of
the succeeding region are considered as attributes as well. Each node in the tree is assigned the attribute vector
R = (Birth, Age, Predecessors, . . .) R of the represented region. The image data itself is not needed anymore.
The region's significance is now computed by a significance function S : I" — Rk such as the following:
weighted sum:

S2(xi, . . . , x)

=

maximum:

53(xi,. . . ,x)

= max(xi,. . . ,x)

xw with

wj =

1

(23)
(24)

x

projection:
54(xi,. ..,x) =
(25)
Generally such functions depend on the requirements of the user and the image domain and have to be customized
individually by experts. The ostensive representation of the regions and their attributes allows medical examiners to
define an adequate function via a simple formula editing interface. Moreover, multiple significance functions may be
specified for a specific application such that a set S = {S , 52 , . . .} of adequate significance functions is used, each of

which being applied to the attribute vector R:

S(R) := S2(R)

VS E S

(26)

Selection rules. In order to enable comparisons of significances, the values computed by the significance functions
Si lie in an ordinal range. Therefore, the regions of the region tree can be recombined automatically by a set of rules
.R that select the most significant regions.
Some of these selection rules are self—evident and general, but most of them depend on the material to be
segmented. For example, regions that exist unchanged in all scales, carry no information and can be removed. This
is expressed by a rule that accepts only those regions as relevant whose "age" is smaller than the number of scales.
To evaluate the age—component of the attribute vector, it first has to be selected by a projection:

9'i := {if S4(R)

number of scales}

with S4(R) := project(R) —+ age

(27)

Generally, the application of rules can either be performed top—down with the region tree being processed from the
root to the leafs, or vice versa bottom—up. The processing direction influences the resolution of the segmentation.

Dual recombination of the regions. The significance evaluation is applied to the halfspaces separately, yielding
two partial results. The dual segmentations contain significant light or dark regions resulting from the (O)°° or

(C)°° halfspace respectively. However, due to the selfduality of the features, the partial dual results can be combined

to obtain a complete segmentation. This is done easily by selecting the most significant regions from both partial
segmentations, overlying them, and verifying the overlapping fractions. Basically, two different types of overlapping
occurs: An overlapping of a few pixel caused by the discretisation is easily compensated by evaluating the intensities
of the overlapping pixels, whereas the complete inclusion of a region from one halfspace by a region of the other is a
consistent result of two objects lying in front of each other. This recombination process is exemplified in Section 5.
Finally, a refinement of the segmentation is performed by a bottom—up analysis that checks whether important
finer structures lie within the already segmented regions. Due to selfduality the finer regions from one halfspace will
fit into coarser regions of the other.
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5. RESULIS
Dual segmentations of the two haIfspaccs Figuie 9 shows partial segmentation results of the O)° halfspace
(left) arid the c:°° haifspace (right depicted in Figure 8. The selected regions were specified by a set of 12 selection
rules, indiciting the ranges of the attributes "birth", "age", and "size" for both halfspaces (lab. 1). Since the light
brain structures are of smilar size and the dark cavities are very diversely shaped, the range of "size " is smaller in
the (O)°° halfspace than in the KC)° halfspace.

Ir

Figure 9. Partial segmentation results of the
(O'° halfspace (left and the (C)°° halfspace
(right). The regions are selected according to
the attribute ranges specified in Table 1.

Table 1 The rules specify lower and upper bounds of the stated attributes for each of the dual halfspaces. The
resulting dual segmentations are depicted in Figure 9

attrIbute

x

birth
age
size

(O) halfspace

lower bound — upper bound

(C) balfspace

lower bound — upper bound

1—5

1—5

1—13

1—13

300—3000

200—3600

Removing irrelevant regions. Regions that survive unchanged in one of the balfspaces carry no information,
since their existence and shape are independent of the structuring template In contrast to relevant regions, they
survive even if they are covered completely by the current template Since each of these irrelevant regions corresponds
directly to a relevant regIon in the dual halfspace, they are removed by a suitable selection rule (Eqn. 27). Figure 10
illustrated the effect of this process. The presence of the small irrelevant regions results in an oversegmentation (left)
while the cleaned image represents relevant regions only (right.

Figure 10.

The irrelevant, scale—
independent regions lead to oversegmented
images (left). Since they survive within the
scale—space unchanged, they are removed by

a simple selection rule evaluating the age of
the regions (right).
Recombined segmentations. Figure 11 shows three recombined segmentations comprising partial results of both
halfspaces. The segmented NMR tomography of a human head (left) shows the recombined partial results depicted
in Figure 9. Due to the shape—preserving operations, the combined regions did not overlap. The segmentation of
the cytological micrograph (middle) required the evaluation of the (C)°° halfspace only, since the cells represent dark

objects on light background. The selected attributes are given in Table 2 (left). For the attribute "area fraction"
two ranges were specified, since each fiatzone representing a cell body contains a regional minimum representing its
148
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Table 2. The attributes chosen for segmenting the micrograph (left) and the thorax radiograph (right) of Figure 11.
Since the macroscopic thorax image contains more diverse objects, a wider selection of attributes was needed.

cytograph

attribute

birth
age

thorax radiograph
(O)°° halfspace (C)°° halfspace

(C)°° halfspace

attribute

6—oo
1—6

age

1—10

1—4

size
compactness
convexity

100—20000

100—20000

area fraction 27—29 V 95—1O

birth

3—25

5—11

0.77
0.36

ComputatIonal issues. The system was implemented on a Sun SPARC Ultra 5 under the image processing
environment Kboros 22 (Khoral Research, NM, USA). Generally, a significant speed up is achieved by template
decomposition, Le each scale results from its predecessor by applying the initial template Processing an 8bit
intensity image of size 256 x 256 and 30 scales takes approximately 2.5 minutes, where (O)°°/(C)°°—filtering takes
10 secs., the fl/P—operations take 5 secs, the gradients take 10 secs, the scale—wise watersheds take 70 secs, and
generating the region tree takes 35 secs. Memory requirements are very low, since at any time only one copy of the
actual scale has to be kept in memory. In average, a region tree contains 2000 region and requires approximately
35MB. Thus, the process is not usable for realtime applications in its current version. However, this is generally not
required for biomedical applications

6. CONCLUSION
The presented morphological multiscale segmentation decomposes an image into a selfdual region—based tree rep-

resentation. It was proved that the use of reconstructive filters guarantees the causality of strict extrema and
fiatzones. This allows, unlike for linear scale—space filtering, the tracing of a region along the scale—axis towards
the unfiltered imageS The causality is transferable to the corresponding inflection contours since only location— and
shape—preserving operations are used. Therefore the regions represented in the region tree correspond to visually
sensible contours of objects and important structures. In contrast to other morphological scale-space methods, our
selfdual approach detects both light and dark visually sensible objects. Due to the subset relation between succeeding
regions the regions from one halfspace fit into the other one.
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The analysis of the region's significance is based on a set of region—descriptive attributes that are evaluated
by specific rules specified by the user. This process is similar to the design of database queries, since the system
provides a high—level abstraction of the image by an attribute space, while the user formulates his requirements of
the regions to be segmented via a rule editor. Image segmentation always includes user customization. However,
system customization on this high level of abstraction does not oblige the user to be familiar with technical aspects.
The design of the user interface is subject to further research.
Currently the set of attributes covers a variety of scale—dependent region properties, such as intensity measures,
morphological measures, or measures of scale—space events. This set will be extended continuously according to
the tackled segmentation problems and hence the specification of problem—oriented selection rules might become
more complex. Therefore, an automatic region selection procedure is required in the long run. Due to the database
like structure of the region—descriptive attribute vectors, data mining approaches from artificial intelligence like
classification by decision trees and self—organizing feature maps provide powerful automatic analysis methods that
are applicable to our system.
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